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not, and therefore our way of trade will require the more
apprentices . . . than they which deal by wholesale ". The
argument drew the retort that " our brethren at York, Hull
and Leeds keep shops as well as you, and yet pretend no
exemption " l. In a similar spirit of independence New-
castle declined to submit to the ' universal orders ' of the
Company in other matters. It refused to confine its trade
to the mart towns 2, thus taking up the same attitude as
did the interlopers; and it failed to observe the set times
of shipping, alleging that " our trade hath never been so
considerable as to freight a ship . . . but [we] were always
forced upon a sudden to ship the small quantity we had
ready in coal-laden ships " 3. In using ships engaged in
regular sailings to the Continent the northern traders en-
joyed the advantage of lower freights4, and they were prob-
ably anxious to avoid the mart towns at the seasons when the
London merchants frequented them. The reason is disclosed
in the complaint of the York merchants that they were
forced to sell their wares in the mart towns " in streets
joining nigh the merchandise of London, to the intent that
the cloth of the north parts shall appear worse and their
cloth to appear the better" 5. The Company, however,
insisted on their observing the set days and seized cloth
transhipped in breach of its regulations6. The conflict
between Newcastle and London came to a head after the
Restoration when the London body, in order to extinguish
all resistance, erected another company in the northern port
in opposition to the old one and procured a warrant from the
Exchequer that no goods should pass through the customs
without the sanction of the new company 7. " This ", wrote
the Newcastle merchants, " we now resolve to add to our
former wrongs " 8. They forbade their members to comply
with the Exchequer regulations under penalty of a hundred
pounds, and ordered the legality of the procedure to be
tested before the judges.
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